


walls—the film glowed brighter. Another iteration of interactive video in a single show.
The third floor offered the strongest drawings and paintings: curator Adam Mignanelli’s 
gallery included highly detailed, textured acrylic paintings by Samuel T. Adams and 
geometric oils by Devin Powers, while Magic Kingdom, a large gallery curated by Myla 
Dalbesio, included Weston Ulfig’s bright relief prints of guns (and a super cool Lego 
sculpture, 2013), Matt Jones’s Four Dimensions Existing Simultaneously, (oil on canvas, 
2012), as well as Stephen Zerbe’s Dream TV (2013, pictured above), a closet-sized 
installation beautiful in its glowing simplicity.

Across the hall, Joseph Burwell’s selection of geometric drawings crowned a precisely-
installed vision of his “idealized studio.” The third floor offered two additional closet-
installations, precisely painted by Melissa Godoy Nieto, (Templo, 2013, pictured above) 
and Julia Chiang, respectively.

In Pleroma (Tide Offering) (2013), Rachel Rossin created a room-sized environment draped 
in light, flowing fabric and aglow in cool colors. She invited the viewer to walk through 
7,000 hollow eggshells, each dyed a soothing green, which felt a little like seashells left 
by the tide, and a closet full of sand, in case you missed her point.

Ambre Kelly showed Requests the Pleasure, a 2006 series of formal invitations inviting 
bold faced names like Larry Gagosian and Amy Smith-Stewart to join the artist for “A 
small dance,” in their own home. The invites were clever and beautifully framed and 
hung, and again revisited the question of how far we can take the audacity of hope, 
and questions: did Kelly really send these? Did people respond? Were there any “small 
dances?”

Regardless of the success of those requests, Kelly and Gori, for their part, kept feet moving 
on Saturday, and will continue to do so through May 12, when Art Meme closes for good.
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Cate Giordano as Dolly Presley (2013).


